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 From this list, you can find the upgrade path from product key of 2016-1018 to 2016-1019. # Release Candidate of Autodesk
The first release candidate (RC) of the year 2017 has been recently released by Autodesk. This RC release is supported only for

customers of the Autodesk subscription (by the way, the software is called as Autodesk Forge). This Autodesk Forge release
includes an update of Forge (version 8.1) and a number of brand new features that include new technology for users, as well as
cloud-based solutions and new features for existing customers. The new features include the following: * Forge repository and

Explorer for Forge * Forge bridge for a seamless integration between the cloud solution and the in-place solution * Forge
Migration Wizard to move files from one Autodesk product to the other * Forge console to connect a cloud product to a project

that is in-place * New setting to edit Forge Project in a specific session in the cloud * Database enhancements, such as
incremental updates of the database (that is, the database doesn't need to be initialized every time you upgrade Forge) * New
capability for developers * New features for customers You can learn more about the new features at this URL: # Autodesk

Forge on GitHub The source code of Forge, a cloud-based tool for design, collaboration, and content management, is open to
public and you can check it at the GitHub repository as following: # Open Source Autodesk Last but not least, let's discuss the

Autodesk Open Source Program. This program is a part of Autodesk, and it is aimed at helping developers and designers to
create software based on an open source software ecosystem. It includes a suite of developer tools to help developers build

applications that are based on an open source platform and a range of developer-focused services and tools, including providing
application help (either on demand or in an automated way), a DevNet community, training services, and tools to help

developers create better applications and better way to engage with each other through open 82157476af
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